ABSTRACT Defect inspection based on eddy current pulsed thermography (ECPT) technique is a research focus in non-destructive testing (NDT) area. In this paper, a novel defect feature extraction approach for automated defect analyzing based on ECPT has been proposed to improve the feature quality of defects. This approach can separate defect features from background interference such as noises and heating coil. The highlights of this algorithm are mainly on the following three aspects: 1) the physical meaning of initial data is combined with the mathematical algorithm to improve the interpretability of results; 2) local sparse component evaluation based on principal components analysis can reserve more significant defect features; and 3) a two-phased fusion criterion for feature integration is defined to improve the quality of defect features. Two typical steel specimens are utilized to testify the validity of the proposed approach. Compared with other three feature extraction algorithms in ECPT, the proposed approach can reserve more useful defect features and suppress more background interferences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-destructive testing technique is widely used in examining, testing or evaluating the absence or presence of conditions or discontinuities of materials without influencing usefulness and service of systems [1] , [2] . As a research focus in NDT area, eddy current pulsed thermography technique has been widely utilized for defect detection in the material with the high efficiency [3] - [5] . The principle of the ECPT technique is based on electromagnetic induction and infrared thermography. Specifically, eddy current induced by the alternating current transforms to the Joule heat in the testing material and the infrared camera records material's surface temperature distribution [6] , [7] . The existence of defects will disturb the path of eddy current and form non-uniform temperature distribution in the material. The infrared camera captures the heating and the cooling phase of the testing material in the form of image sequence. Defect information, which is presented in the infrared thermal images can be extracted by feature extraction approaches for material testing.
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Many researchers have researched defect feature extraction approach in ECPT for defect inspection [8] - [10] . He etc. has developed Fourier Transform (FT) in the improvement of blister inspection based on ECPT [11] . The result presents that the phase images from FT can prompt the detectability of blister. In [12] , wavelet transform has been used to maximize the contrast of thermal variation for defect pattern extraction from complex structure samples. Principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA) are the most widely used approach in ECPT for defect feature extraction [13] , [14] . PCA has been utilized to separate the significant defect features in various materials [15] , [16] and evaluate defect depth [17] . ICA, which can separate statistically independent features from thermal images has been developed to construct automatic defect identification system in [18] . Bai et al. has discussed the physical meanings of PCA and ICA in ECPT [19] , and concluded that ICA can present the abnormal patterns more concentrated than PCA in image enhancement. Cheng et al. has combined PCA and ICA to improve the inspection of the impact damage in carbon fiber reinforced plastic specimens [20] . However, these feature extraction approaches divide the evaluated features into different components and require artificial operation to select significant features. These limitations decrease the accuracy of defect feature extraction and bring challenges for further quantitative defect characteristics evaluation. In [21] , the usefulness of sparse decomposition in feature extraction in ECPT has been researched and one unsupervised sparse pattern diagnostic method has been proposed to improve the quality of defect features. Based on the sparse decomposition, this method can extract and enhance significant defect features in one image. However, this method cannot defect information, which impedes further defect information analysis. In order to improve the accuracy of defect feature extraction, Zhu et al. has proposed a method based on the local sparseness and image fusion to improve the integrity of defect features in the feature image [22] . According to the experimental results, this method still has problems in extracting accurate defect features and suppressing background interference.
In this paper, an improvement of the previous work [22] is introduced to prompt integrity of defect feature and suppress background interference. In this approach, the recorded images are partitioned into two parts according the end the heating time. principal components and local sparse components have been evaluated to extract more defect information for further quantitative analysis. Moreover, a two-phased feature fusion is designed to integrate extracted local sparse components to construct one feature image. Compared with ICA, sparse decomposition algorithm and the previous LSLD method in [22] , the proposed approach can reserve more significant defect features and suppressing more background interference, which is helpful for further processing.
The rest paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology of this paper; Section 3 introduces the experimental setup and data collection; Section 4 shows the experimental results and discussion. And Section 5 concludes the work.
II. METHODOLOGY A. TWO THERMAL PHASES IN ECPT
In ECPT, eddy current induced in the specimen transforms into the Joule heat and the heated sample presents non-uniform surface temperature distribution if defect exists. The image sequence captured by infrared for defect detection can be separated into two thermal phases according to the principles of ECPT: the heating phase and the cooling phase. In the heating phase, the Joule heat Q transferred by the eddy current is proportional to the square of the electric current density J s . It can be denoted as:
where σ is the electric conductivity, E is the electric field intensity vector. The electric conductivity σ is determined by:
where σ 0 is the conductivity at the reference temperature T 0 , α is the temperature coefficient of resistivity. In the heating phase, the thermal conduction can be neglected and the surface temperature is determined by the generated resistive heat Q. Therefore, some features of defect, which influences the distribution of the induced eddy current can be presented in the heating phase immediately.
In the cooling phase, the thermal conduction of a testing specimen should take both the heat diffusion and the Joule heating into account. The thermal conduction in the cooling phase can be represented as:
where T = T (x, y, z, t) is the temperature distribution, λ is the thermal conductivity of the material, ρ is the density, C p is the specific heat, q(x, y, z, t) is the heat generation function per unit volume.
In the cooling phase, the Joule heat transfers from the high temperature area to the low temperature region. Some defect areas, which haven't been heated and shown no defect features in the heating phase can be revealed by the thermal conduction in the cooling phase. However, the heat diffusion will decreases the thermal contrast between the defect and defect free area during the thermal conduction. How to avoid this negative influence for improvement of defect feature extraction deserves research. In the previous work, feature extraction methods in the ECPT such as PCA [15] , ICA [19] , Fourier Transform [11] , LSLD [22] regard the image sequence into an integrity. The heat diffusion decreases the image contrast and impedes accurate defect feature extraction. In this paper, the thermal images have been partitioned into two parts for improvement of defect feature evaluation according to two different thermal phases.
B. LOCAL SPARSE FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED ON TWO THERMAL PHASES
A new defect feature extraction framework is proposed to improve the previous work in [22] . In this approach, initial image sequence is separated into two parts to make the local sparse component evaluation algorithm concentrate on various thermal distribution features (Eq. 1 and Eq. 3) in different thermal phases. In order to extract key information from the partitioned image sequence, PCA algorithm is used to reduce sequence dimensionality, instead of image selection in the previous work. The computed principal components reserve more integrated features than several representative images in [22] . In feature fusion, a twophased feature fusion rule is developed in this paper to integrate local sparse components into a feature image. The framework of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1 . Specific principles of PCA, local sparse component evaluation and feature fusion will be introduced in the following section. 
1) PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS EVALUATION FOR PARTITIONED IMAGE SEQUENCE
The infrared camera recorded the surface temperature variation in the form of images. Vectorize the t − th image Y t (p) in the p − th thermal phase (p = 1 means the heating phase, p = 2 is the cooling phase) and denote as vec(Y t (p)) (Fig. 2) . One vectorized image sequence in the p − th thermal phase can be denoted as
T , where T is the transpose operator. PCA algorithm can transform the initial data Y (p) into uncorrelated principal components
T , which is written as:
In order to solve this equation, W (p) should be computed. The eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix
T can be written as:
where E is the orthogonal matrix of the eigenvectors and
, where I is the identity matrix. Therefore, W (p) can be computed by:
Put W (p) into Eq. 4 and the principal components of partitioned image sequence can be evaluated.
2) LOCAL SPARSE COMPONENT EVALUATION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
The initial images have been partitioned into two parts according to the end of heating time and evaluated the principal components X t (p) (C ×J ). Select F principal components (X t (p), t = 1, 2, . . . , F) in each thermal phase to represent the features of the initial image sequence. After this data dimensionality reduction procedure, local sparse component decomposition [23] is utilized to separate thermal features of defects from background area under different scales. Combined with previous research results [22] , this local sparse feature extraction problem can be solved by separating X t (p) into local low rank components in S(S = 2) scales:
where X s t (p) denotes the local low rank feature of X t (p) in the s − th scale. Eq. 7 can be solved by: where X s t (p) is the low rank feature of X t (p) in the s-th scale, B T l (.) is a block reshape operator and extracts a block T l (m s * n s ) from image matrix X t (p) (Fig. 3) , rank(.) denotes the rank of matrix. Rank minimization problem in Eq. 8 can be relaxed to a convex program via nuclear norm relaxation:
where λ s is the regularization parameter. ||.|| (s,nuclear) denotes the nuclear norm in the s − th scale [22] . Specifically, when set m 1 = 1, n 1 = 1, m 2 = C and n 2 = J in B T l (.), Eq. 9 can be rewritten as:
where ||.|| (i,nuclear) = i=1,2,... ||.|| nuclear means nuclear norm in the i-th scale. X 1 t (p) is called as the local sparse component.
According to the multi-scale low-rank algorithm in [23] , solution of Equation (10) can be implemented by:
where SVT(.) is the soft-threshold operator [24] , W i and V i are intermediate variables, β is a parameter which only influence the convergence rate.
3) LOCAL SPARSE COMPONENTS FUSION
F principal components corresponding to the largest F eigenvalues in each thermal phase are selected and processed by local sparse component evaluation algorithm. In order to integrate different local sparse features into a complete feature image, the extracted local sparse features are fused by a new image fusion criterion in this section. Firstly, the local sparse features in the same thermal phase are fused by the following rule: Define a threshold τ . In order to suppress background interference, the pixels of the evaluated local sparse components are processed by the threshold τ as follows:
where L (m,n) (p) denotes the pixel with coordinates (m, n) of L(p). The defined fusion criterion is:
where the weights k p used to reduce the impact of order of magnitude differences is defined as:
III. EXPERIMENTAL DATASET Fig. 4 presents one experimental setup of ECPT technique in this paper. This experimental setup mainly includes five functional units. The induction heater, which produces high frequency alternating current is used for coil excitation. The sample is heated by a rectangular coil applying directional excitation. The infrared camera records the surface heat distribution of the sample. In Fig. 5 , the experimental data of the first steel sample with a slot defect is recorded in the digital form by the infrared camera.(the frame rate is 383 Hz) [19] . 200 thermal images have been collected for defect feature analyzing (Fig. 5) . The second steel specimen includes a hole defect. The infrared camera with 50Hz sampling rate records its surface temperature values into the thermal image sequence. 305 thermal images of sample 2 have been used to testify the proposed method. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, one novel defect feature extraction approach, which mainly includes principle components evaluation, local sparse feature extraction and fusion has been proposed to improve defect detection accuracy. Two samples, which represent two typical surface defect types have been utilized to verify the proposed approach. Firstly, two sub-sequences are separately selected from two thermal phases to construct the initial inputs. This procedure is used to reserve different features in two thermal phases. In order to reduce data dimensionality and retain key information, PCA algorithm is utilized to extract F(F = 2) principal components from each sub-sequence. The results of PCA of two samples are shown in Fig. 6 . 99% of the information in initial sub-sequences is preserved in the principal components. Defect features are presented by temperature distributions. Various temperature features will be extracted under different scales. In this paper, two scales are used in local sparse component decomposition to separate defect features and background information. Compute the local sparse component of each principal component. The evaluated local sparse components (m 1 = 1, n 1 = 1) and the low rank components (m 2 = C, n 2 = J ) of two specimens are presented in Fig. 7 . From this figure, it can be seen that the significant defect features are separated from the background and enhanced in the local sparse components. The most background information like heating coil is restrained in the local sparse components and highlighted in the low rank components.
F(F = 2) sparse components extracted from each thermal phases should be fused for further defect analysis. The fusion procedure is divided into two phases: fusion in the same thermal phase and fusion between different thermal phases. In the first fusion phase, the eigenvalues in Eq. 5 are used to fuse the local sparse components of the principal components in the same sub-sequence. Then Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 are used to fuse the results in the first fusion phase. The final results of two samples after fusion are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . From  Fig. 8 , it can be seen that defect profile of the first specimen is enhanced in the local sparse component. The ends of slot defect is extracted from the images in the heating phase and the feature of the sides of slot is separated in the cooling phase. In the second sample (Fig. 9) , the partial hole defect area, which is near with the heating coil shown significant thermal contrast in the heating phase and temperature features of other hole parts are presented in the cooling phase. Fusing two defect features into one complete feature image can integrate different features of the hole in two thermal phases.
Compared with other three feature extraction algorithms in ECPT, the proposed approach presents superior performance in the integrity of defect feature and the background suppression (Fig. 10) . In ICA, the independent component, which highlighted the defect area cannot separate complete defect information and suppress the background information (e.g. heating coil, sample edge). Though the sparse component decomposition implemented by RPCA can restrain background well, the most defect information is lost. The LSLD method proposed in [22] have not considered the thermal phases in the local sparse component evaluation and the defect features in the cooling phase had been missed. In the proposed approach in this paper, the local sparse features of the principal components based on two thermal phases are fused to extract defect features and abandon the background features. The experimental results show that the proposed method can extract the most complete defect features and suppress the background well compared with other two commonly feature extraction algorithms in ECPT.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, one novel defect feature extraction approach based on ECPT has been proposed to improve the quality of the defect features. This method mainly contains principal component evaluation based on thermal phases separation, local sparse feature extraction and two-phased feature fusion. Compared with other two commonly used feature extraction algorithms in ECPT, the proposed approach presents superior performance in the integrity of defect feature and the background suppression.
In future, this approach will be developed to process more complex defect feature extraction problems like multi-defects and quantitative defect information. 
